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 ARTISTAR proudly announces the winner of ARTISTAR AWARD @C amera Lucida, an
international prize offered to a selected Romanian designer by the curatorial team part
of the official jury committee of the contest.
 
Artistar J ewels is the annual event promoting the contemporary jewel. It serves as an
international showcase for famous artists and as a springboard for the emerging
designers. Artistar J ewels was founded in 2012 in Milan by the designer Enzo C arbone.
By the years the event developed and now it has more than 100 designers participating
to each edition. Artistar group, made of artists, architects, journalists and communication
professionals, aims at being a benchmark in the contemporary jewelry scenario by
promoting designers and artists both in Italy and in the rest of the world through several
initiatives. The shop on line  www.artistarjewels.com  is a virtual window by which easily
and simultaneously communicate your creativity and sell your creations. Who visits the
website can admire the exhibited jewels, learn the project philosophy behind them and
get in touch with the artists. This reality also periodically spreads news about contests,
free workshops, events and commercial partnerships. All the participants to the contest
are included in the famous volume published by Logo Fausto Lupetti Editore; a book
distributed both in Italy and in the European capitals. Artistar J ewels is a large-scale
projects directed aimed at showing the pluralism of the contemporary jewel in all it
endless variety. Artistar J ewels enhance the contemporary culture of the jewel, able to
convey, in each edition, an heritage of beauty and knowledge that leaves the mark.
 
 
And the winner is:

 
G ABRIELA SEC AREA - IN SIDE O UT MAN IFESTO
 
History has its own way of repeating itself, moving within its own circle of events,
therefore it is important to know our past in order not to repeat the mistakes of our
ancestors. World War I is a reality not only of the past, it is a reality of the present. The
base of the brochure is in the form of a nest, representing both the past and the idea of
the earth globe, of the world as a whole. I have chosen the bronze color because it
reminds us of the helmets of World War I, but also the metal shade from which the
bullets were made. Also bronze is often associated with the idea of " old" .  The silver
white represents the present and the ways of non- violent fight.
 
C ongratulation on behalf of ARTISTAR and Assamblage!  :)




